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Chapter 1491 

For Susie, things in the entertainment industry were not the most difficult. 

Compared with dealing with Selena, she had more important things to do. 

She asked Janice to help her with the recent work, and tried her best to 

accompany Roman, especially to please Zheng Minjun. 

Originally, if someone from the Zhuang family came to her wedding this time, 

her position as the daughter-in-law of Su’s family would be completely 

secured, but now she is asked to be a low-key girl, and she even has to be 

angry with that b!tch Zhao Shanshan. She was sarcastic. 

“Mom, History will be invited to participate in Lorraine Fashion Week soon, 

this is the ticket for the first row, Mom, if you have time then you can go and 

see…” 

Zheng Minjun took the ticket and looked quite happy. This ticket is not 

something ordinary people can get, let alone the seat in the front row, “Thank 

you Susie, you have a heart!” 

Susie smiled obediently, “You’re welcome, Mom…” 

At this time, Zhao Shanshan came down from the stairs, holding a newspaper 

in her hand, and purposely approached Su’s mother and Susie, and said in a 

strange way, “Oh, a famous daughter is a famous daughter, Mom, look at her.” 

Self-cultivation, this kind of bearing… After so many years of silently doing 

good deeds without leaving a name… 

This is the real lady of every family, the blood of the empress of the famous 

family flows in her body, and her bones are full of nobility! How can you be so 



petty like some people… If you have a little achievement, you can’t wait for the 

publicity all over the world…” 

“You…” Susie was trembling with anger. 

This Zhao Shanshan has a really poisonous mouth! 

Now she has to do something, otherwise she will always be passive in the Su 

family… 

“Okay Shanshan, don’t say a few words, Susie is your sister-in-law!” Compared 

to Zhao Shanshan, the wife of the illegitimate son Su Xun, she was naturally on 

the side of Roman’s wife Susie. 

Even Zhao Shanshan’s every sentence is poking at the place she cares most 

about. 

Susie’s background was indeed the biggest thorn in her heart… 

“I’m just telling the truth. Isn’t she a country pheasant?” Ever since Zhao 

Shanshan discovered that this title could make Susie lose control, she began 

to provoke her endlessly. 

At this time, a little maid brought by Susie from home after getting married 

suddenly rushed over, and said with an unbearably angry expression: “Second 

Young Madam, you are really going too far! Our lady just entered the door 

and you Bullying her like this! Our lady was brought up by our wife from a 

young age, she is the most educated and reasonable, but she is so petty, and 

the one who really can’t get on the stage is clearly that Selena who was raised 

in the countryside. Do you think she is really as good as she looks on the 

surface? How about that? She…” 

Hearing this, Susie hurriedly said with a painful and aggrieved expression, 

“Xiaoling, stop talking!” 



“Susie, you stopped her from doing something, let her tell! Xiao Ling, what 

happened? What did Selena do?” Zheng Minjun immediately asked. 

In fact, she felt a little strange back then, why did her son who was determined 

to be with Selena break up with Selena all of a sudden? 

At that time, she thought it was normal for her son to move on after seeing a 

better Susie. During that time, she was immersed in the joy that her son finally 

figured it out, and that Selena was finally sent abroad by the Ning family. I 

didn’t delve into it, but now that I think about it, I find that things seem a bit 

unusual… 

Under Susie’s gaze, Xiaoling immediately wanted to tell those things 

according to Susie’s instructions, “Selena, she…” 

At this moment, there was an extremely cold reprimand from the door…”Shut 

up.” 

It was Roman who spoke. 

Seeing Roman’s always gentle and jade-like face had a terrifying expression 

that had never been seen before, Xiaoling was so frightened that she dared 

not say a word, and her body couldn’t help shaking. 
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Even Susie was a little surprised by Roman’s reaction, “Roman, I’m sorry…it’s 

because I didn’t discipline this girl well…” 

“Go and settle this month’s salary with the housekeeper.” Roman said directly 

in a cold voice. 

Xiaoling’s face was filled with horror, “Master, I was wrong…I really know I was 

wrong…don’t drive me away…” 



“Roman, just let her go, Xiaoling has been by my side and has taken care of 

me for so many years, but this time… it’s just that I can’t stand it…” Susie 

wanted to cry He glanced in Zhao Shanshan’s direction. 

“Okay, okay, that’s enough! You just got married, why did you make such a 

fuss on your big day! Xiaoling, you go down! Shanshan, you go back to your 

room too!” Zheng Minjun said with a displeased expression. 

Zhao Shanshan curled her lips and walked away with a dark face, tsk, Susie’s 

pity is really good at it, no wonder Roman has been held in her hand. 

“Roman, why are you so angry? At least you should listen to what she wants to 

say…” Zheng Minjun sighed. 

Roman frowned, “Mom, you know that I am most disgusted by servants 

talking about things about the master’s house. What she wanted to say was 

nothing more than the things that Selena lost her manners when she just 

returned to Ning’s house because she didn’t know social etiquette. What can I 

say…” 

Zheng Minjun thought for a while, what could a little girl like Xiaoling know, 

probably what she wanted to talk about, so she didn’t ask any more questions. 

However, seeing her son’s protective attitude, she couldn’t help but think 

about it… 

After all, it came out of her stomach, she knows best, maybe Roman still has 

feelings for that girl… right? 

A while later, in Roman and Susie’s new room upstairs. 

“Roman, are you still angry with me?” Susie walked cautiously to the balcony. 



“What did Xiao Ling want to say to mother just now?” Roman stood by the 

railing of the balcony, his expression melted into the night, and his tone was 

slightly cold. 

Susie panicked, but quickly calmed down, “What else could it be? It’s the 

things Selena didn’t understand etiquette back then…” 

Roman turned around, took a deep look at the woman beside him, with an 

extremely serious expression, “Susie, remember what I told you back then, that 

incident had too much impact on Selena, we can’t Let anyone know! Including 

anyone on my side of the family! Besides, it was our fault!” 

“Roman, of course I know how much this matter has affected my sister. How 

could I talk nonsense outside! Roman, do you believe me? You… Do you 

suspect that I deliberately wanted Xiaoling to go tonight? Are you going to tell 

these things in front of Mom?” Susie’s face was full of disbelief, her expression 

almost collapsed. 

Roman remained silent. 

He just interrupted Xiaoling just in time, now what Xiaoling wanted to say at 

that time, it is impossible to get to the bottom of it. 

At this time, Susie’s face was covered with tears, and she staggered back a 

step, her eyes filled with desolation, “Roman… In your heart, I am actually this 

kind of person?” 

Looking at the picture of the girl being extremely sad, and thinking about the 

grievances she has suffered in the past two days, Roman finally softened his 

face, “I didn’t mean that, I just reminded you, don’t cry, it’s my tone that was 

too strong ,Feel sorry.” 

Susie choked up and threw herself into Roman’s arms, “Roman…I’m so 

sad…I’m really sad…I just want to be with you…I just want to marry you…Why? 

They’re all going to say that about me…” 
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“Zhao Shanshan, you don’t need to pay attention to her. We will move out of 

the old house and live alone after staying with my parents for a while. As for 

those rumors on the Internet, don’t read any more. Those who believe in you 

will naturally believe in you.” Roman said. 

Susie’s face was full of disappointment and uneasiness, “Roman, do you also 

think that my sister is better…I…my background…is not worthy of you at all…” 

“What nonsense? If I cared about this, why would I be with you?” Roman 

frowned, and patted the girl on the back, “I will take you out in a few days to 

relax. The honeymoon place has been booked. Don’t think about it.” 

Susie snuggled into the man’s arms and nodded, “Well, Roman…I don’t want 

anything right now…I just want to give you a baby quickly…” 

In order not to be passive anymore, she originally planned to let Zheng Minjun 

know about Selena’s scandal through Xiaoling’s mouth, but unexpectedly, 

Roman bumped into her, and Roman’s reaction was so strong, what made her 

even more uneasy was that, Roman’s attitude towards Selena always made her 

feel that she was not just guilty… 

Now that Roman has become suspicious of her, she can only give up for the 

time being. When she becomes pregnant with Roman’s child and the eldest 

grandson of their Su family… She doesn’t believe that Zheng Minjun and Su 

Hongguang will still have something to say at that time! 

Whether it’s for the Su family or the Ning family, this child is very important… 

Now she can’t tolerate any more mistakes… 

The next day, Susie took the time to call the Tang family. 

For the first time in several years, he took the initiative to call the Tang family. 



Sun Lan’s tone on the other end of the phone was extremely excited, and she 

seemed a little unbelievable, “Hello…? Xue… Susie?” 

“it’s me.” 

“Susie, why did you call me? Is there something wrong? I wanted to go when 

you got married, but I was afraid that you would be unhappy, so I didn’t go… 

How are you recently?” Sun Lan asked in a cautious tone. 

Susie said directly: “Send me the account number, tell me how much it will 

cost, but only this once.” 

Sun Lan immediately refused in embarrassment, “No need, no need, the 

matter has been settled… The person who borrowed the money has already 

returned the money to us! Susie is sorry… At that time, a group of them came 

to the door with knives every day, and I was really desperate Only then will 

Xiao Nuo go to the imperial capital to find you… I really didn’t intend to 

trouble you…” 

“Okay, I don’t have time to talk to you about this, since it’s settled, let’s forget 

it. Let me ask you, which city is Tangnuo University volunteering for?” Susie 

asked. 

Sun Lan thought that Susie was concerned about her younger brother, so she 

quickly and happily replied, “Xiao Nuo! Yesterday Xiao Nuo told me that he 

was planning to volunteer all his time in the Imperial Capital! This kid… has 

wanted to go to the Imperial Capital since he was a child… …His grades are 

not bad, there should be no problems… 

He hasn’t been out much since he was a child. I really don’t trust him. When 

he goes to college, I want to go to accompany him, but Xiao Nuo said that I 

don’t need to accompany him… Hey… This is a matter for the future, we will 

discuss it later …” 



Sun Lan babbled about homework, while Susie on the other end of the phone 

frowned, “Let Tang Nuo change his choice and fill in another city.” 

“Ah…?” Sun Lan was stunned when she heard this sentence, as if she didn’t 

react. 

“If you really still feel guilty towards me and still treat me like your daughter, 

tell Tang Nuo to change his mind and stay away from the imperial capital!” 

Susie’s words were already very straightforward. 
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“I…Of course I regard you as my daughter! But, what does this have to do with 

which city Xiao Nuo went to?” Sun Lan was anxious. 

Susie’s tone suddenly became even worse, “Now that Selena has caused my 

life experience to be leaked, even my in-laws know that I am not the eldest 

lady of the Ning family at all, but the daughter of a country woman! You know 

my current status. How difficult and embarrassing is the situation? At a time 

like this, you still want Tang Nuo to come to the imperial capital, and you have 

to come with him! Are you afraid that not enough people know about it?” 

When Sun Lan heard the phrase “the daughter of a country woman”, her heart 

throbbed violently. 

She didn’t expect her daughter to dislike them to such an extent… 

Sun Lan’s tone trembled slightly, “Susie, I know you’re in trouble, but it’s about 

Xiao Nuo’s future and future! I don’t have to come to the imperial capital at 

that time, but I’m afraid Xiao Nuo’s wish can’t be changed… I have been 

thinking about going to the imperial capital… If I go to tell him to change my 

choice at this time… how can he bear it…” 

Susie sneered, “Heh, you keep saying that you can do anything for me, but 

now that it involves your son, that’s it. Is this what you call love?” 



“It’s not Susie… I… Susie, let me think… Let me think about it, okay? I can’t 

decide this matter alone…” 

… 

City C, Chunfeng Town. 

In a low bungalow. 

Sun Lan sat at the table wiping her tears, while Tang Shan squatted on the 

threshold smoking a cigarette. 

The boy was full of anger, “Why! Why did I change my choice! Who does she 

think she is! What qualifications does she have for us to do this and that! You 

didn’t raise her for a day, but she, she has a day! Filial piety? Who owes her!” 

Sun Lan cried, “Xiao Nuo, don’t say that… She is also your sister… and her 

current situation is really not easy… She said that her life experience has been 

leaked now, and her husband’s family also knows… It’s a bad situation right 

now…” 

Tang Nuo’s expression became even more ugly, “So what if it was leaked? 

Everyone should have been told about this five years ago, okay? She really 

thought it was her Miss Ning family? All of this was my sister… …My sister Xi’s! 

She has occupied her for so many years, isn’t it enough? Mom, can you stop 

being so selfish! Even if sister Xi is not your own, fortunately she has stayed in 

our house for eighteen years. She was the one who appeared at the first time!” 

“I didn’t… I didn’t say Selena was bad… Now we’re talking about Susie… What 

about your sister… She’s worried that we went to the imperial capital… More 

people will find out about her… …I know these should belong to Selena…but 

it’s not easy for your sister to come to this day… 

She has just married, and she married such a family, so life must be difficult. If 

we are so close to her, even if we don’t go to her, and no one finds out, she 



will still feel uncomfortable in her heart, and she will be worried all day long 

of…” 

“Life is hard? She is well-clothed and well-fed and married to a wealthy family. 

Why is life so hard? She deserves to be worried about occupying other 

people’s things for so long! Mom, think about how she has treated us all these 

years? I really don’t know what guilt you have towards her!” The young man 

was so angry that his face flushed. 

“Dad, do you agree to let me change my choice?” The boy looked at his father 

beside him. 
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The mother and son were arguing all the time, but Tang Shan remained silent 

from the beginning to the end. He had no idea in the first place, and now he 

has no idea at all. 

Hearing his son asking himself, he subconsciously glanced at his wife, and 

then said hesitatingly, “Xiao Nuo, actually what your mother said makes sense, 

you don’t have to go to the imperial capital, there are many good schools in 

other places. Well, at worst, it’s the same if you take the exam in a city that is 

closer to the imperial capital…” 

Tang Nuo’s face was full of disappointment and anger, “You… Anyway, I will 

never change my choice! I just want to test the imperial capital! No one can 

stop me!” 

Not only because he yearned for the imperial capital since he was a child, but 

since Selena left, he wanted to go to the imperial capital even more. He 

missed his sister… He endured it for so long… just so that one day he could go 

to the imperial capital… so that he could leave My sister is closer, and I can 

often see her… 

Now that person just made him give up his goals and wishes all the time, why? 



He disliked him for getting in the way, and he hated her so much that he lost 

his sister! 

“As soon as I came here, I heard you guys arguing. What are you arguing 

about? Xiao Nuo is about to take the exam. Are you still letting him study 

quietly? Could it be that… Ah Shan lent money to someone else?” An old lady 

with gray hair and a stern face came over. 

“Grandma…” Tang Nuo called out. 

“No, mom, how can I!” Tang Shan hurriedly explained. 

Seeing the old lady approaching, Sun Lan subconsciously panicked. 

Her mother-in-law, whose husband died when she was young, raised her son 

single-handedly, insisted on one thing at home, and had a tough and 

powerful personality, so Sun Lan was a little afraid of her. 

“What’s going on? Xiao Nuo, grandma’s grandson, come and tell grandma!” 

The old lady looked at Tang Nuo with an extremely kind expression. 

Tang Nuo’s eyes lit up, as if seeing a savior, he immediately walked up to the 

old lady and told the old lady everything. 

While pinching the old lady’s shoulders, the boy said with righteous 

indignation, “Grandma, just for such a ridiculous reason that she feels 

uncomfortable, my parents insisted on making me change my choice and not 

let me take the imperial capital…Grandma, you know… I I have liked the 

imperial capital since I was a child… I also promised to take you to the capital 

to play, grandma!” 

The old lady flew into a rage on the spot when she heard it, “It’s just nonsense! 

Who dares to make my good grandson change his will! If such a big matter is 

changed, which onion is she? A little b!tch is still in charge of our Tang family’s 

affairs coming!” 



Sun Lan secretly pushed her husband, Tang Shan had no choice but to say, 

“Mom…your words are too harsh…she is my daughter…is your 

granddaughter…” 

“fcuking granddaughter, what kind of granddaughter is she if she doesn’t eat 

a grain of rice from my Tang family? Since it’s given to someone else, it 

belongs to someone else’s family. I don’t want to touch her in the slightest, 

and she doesn’t want to interfere in anything about our Tang family! Especially 

About Xiao Nuo!” The old lady said in a loud voice, “Nothing is as important 

as my grandson, if I hear you urging Ah Shan to make Xiao Nuo change his 

mind, go back to your grandson’s house!” 

Sun Lannuo dared not speak, and Tang Shan was even more silent. 

In fact, how could they want to wrong their son? It’s just that they will 

inevitably miss this daughter who has never grown up by their side… 

In the end, because of the intervention of the old lady, the two of them finally 

stopped thinking about changing their choice… 
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After the filming in the nearby film and television city ended, Selena followed 

the “Nine Heavens” crew to more than a dozen places across the country to 

shoot scenes. 

Time flies by, and finally, after finishing today’s shooting, I can go back to the 

imperial capital. 

It’s also a coincidence that today’s scene was filmed in City C, and what’s 

more, it happened to be in the wheat field in Chunfeng Town. 

In “Heroes in Troubled Times”, there is a scene where the wheat wave rolls on 

the bed was filmed here. It was also here when she raped her darling in the car 

last time… It’s a pity that she didn’t roll at that time… 



During this period of time, Ke Mingyu didn’t have any part in the scene, so she 

and Daniel haven’t seen each other for a long time. Selena has already 

returned to her heart and wanted to go back to see Big bun and Little bun, but 

thinking that she happened to be in City C at this moment, she agreed to it 

before Tang Nuo is going to come over for dinner. To save her from running 

back and forth, why not take this opportunity to go directly to Tang’s house. 

She had just made contact with Tang Nuo when Daniel called. 

“Hello…” 

“Come back today?” 

“Yeah, because it suddenly occurred to me that I promised Xiao Nuo to go 

back to Tang’s house for dinner, and I happened to be here in City C today, 

and I was going to have a meal before leaving after work, so I guess I’ll be 

back late!” Selena said. 

“If it’s too late, don’t rush back. It’s not too late to come back tomorrow.” 

“Yeah, I got it!” 

“The meeting is about to start, I’ll hang up first.” 

“Okay, go get busy! My side is about to start work!” 

After Selena hung up the phone, she felt a little disappointed. It’s been a long 

time since I saw her. Doesn’t her family miss her at all? He actually told her not 

to rush to come back tomorrow… 

The twilight is all in one. 

Today’s scene was finally finished. Selena said goodbye to the crew first, then 

told Xiaotao that she was going to visit a relative nearby, and then drove to 

Tang’s house. 



There was a section of the road leading to Tang’s house that cars couldn’t 

drive through. Selena parked the car at the intersection, and then prepared to 

walk there. 

As soon as he got out of the car, he saw the familiar figure of the young man. 

“Sister…” Tang Nuo seemed to be taken aback when he saw her, and then he 

showed a happy expression. 

Selena didn’t deliberately disguise herself as a country girl last time. This time 

she was her original appearance. After work, she took off her makeup and 

changed into her usual attire. Although she didn’t put any makeup on her 

face, her skin was so white. Shining, the facial features are exquisite and 

beautiful to the extreme, the seaweed-like natural slightly curly long hair is 

paired with a light green long skirt, the whole person is fresh and amazing. 

“Xiao Nuo, why are you here?” 

“I’m here to pick you up!” The boy said in a natural tone, and then he looked 

at her several times with sparkling eyes, “Sister, the Internet said that you look 

good…I didn’t believe it at first! I thought it was all from PS of…” 

Selena was speechless for a while, “Dmn! Sis, those are all genuine, okay? Are 

you my brother?” 

Selena had just blurted out this sentence out of habit, but it was only after she 

finished speaking that she realized that both siblings were inexplicably 

embarrassed… 

Selena hurriedly changed the subject, “Let’s go, don’t keep your parents 

waiting!” 

“Yeah! I knew you were coming this morning. Mom went out to buy 

vegetables early in the morning, and Dad went fishing, but it was so fresh…” 

Tang Nuo started chatting with Selena. 



“Oh, I almost forgot to praise you. The score is so high. You are well qualified 

at Imperial University. My brother is really awesome! Did you get the college 

entrance examination notice? Hurry up and take a picture of your sister and 

go out to show off!” 

Tang Nuo scratched his head embarrassingly, “Not yet! Waiting…” 

Chapter 1497 

Arrived at the Tang family. 

Sure enough, Sun Lan had already prepared a table of dishes, and Tang Shan 

had been waiting at the door, and when he saw the two, he immediately 

welcomed them in. 

Compared with the embarrassment of last time, the atmosphere this time is 

much better. Although alienated and polite, at least it will not be cold. 

“Selena is here, come in, come in! I’m so sorry, I let you go without letting you 

have a meal last time!” 

“It’s nothing, it’s just a little effort, do you need help?” 

“No, no, just wait and eat. I still have a soup here, and I can start eating right 

away!” 

… 

After a while, the former family of four sat around the table. 

Sun Lan looked at Selena’s appearance now, with a look of embarrassment, 

“It’s really a girl’s eighteenth change, I almost can’t recognize it…” 

Tang Shan also sighed and nodded, “Selena is even more beautiful!” 



They didn’t feel anything about the outfit last time, but now they can deeply 

feel the change of this former daughter, whether it is appearance or 

temperament, they are so strange. 

Talking about other topics was afraid of embarrassment, so they gradually 

talked about Tang Nuo. Sun Lan and Tang Shan were very happy when they 

talked about Tang Nuo’s good school. 

“This kid, he wanted to be admitted to the school in the imperial capital, and 

now he finally got his wish!” 

“Boys should go to the big city to have a look.” Selena said. 

Tang Shan nodded again and again, “That’s right, that’s right!” 

Seeing that their son did so well in the exam, Sun Lan and Tang Shan were 

extremely grateful for their original decision. If Xiao Nuo really changed his 

mind, it would really delay Xiao Nuo. 

“It’s just that the notice hasn’t been sent, it’s really worrying…” Tang Shan 

frowned. 

“What’s the hurry, can the notice still fly?” Sun Lan said angrily. 

While talking, Tang Nuo’s grandma hurried over. 

Seeing someone coming, they all stood up. 

“grandmother…” 

“Mom, why are you here so late?” 

The old lady opened a small restaurant in the town, and usually lives in the 

restaurant. 



The old lady glanced at the extra person in the room, “This is…?” 

“Grandma, she is my sister! My sister Keren!” Tang Nuo quickly grabbed 

Selena’s arm. 

“Tang…Keren…how did she come back…” The old lady was obviously 

surprised, but she didn’t have time to say more at the moment, she hurriedly 

took out a big express envelope from her bosom, and said to Tang Nuo 

excitedly. He said, “Xiao Nuo, your admission letter has arrived!” 

“what?!” 

“Admission letter!” 

… 

For a moment, everyone’s eyes fell on the envelope in the old lady’s hand. 

“Hey, I can’t stop. I have to go to the courier point to see if there is any letter 

from our Xiaonuo after a while. No, I finally made me wait! Please open it 

quickly and read it to me. …” the old lady said happily. 

Tang Nuo took the envelope excitedly, took a deep breath, and opened the 

envelope. Sun Lan and Tang Shan surrounded him excitedly. 

Seeing the happy appearance of the family of four, Selena was also happy for 

Tang Nuo. 

In the next second, Tang Nuo suddenly changed his face for some reason… 

It was indeed an admission letter, but…but it was not an admission letter from 

Imperial University at all! It’s a university in western Xinjiang that is thousands 

of miles away from city c and the imperial capital… 



“How could this happen! This Xijiang Institute of Technology… I have never 

applied for this school, why did I receive a notice from this school?” 
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“What…Xijiang…” Sun Lan was stunned for a moment, but she couldn’t read, 

so she hurriedly urged her husband to find out what was going on. 

Tang Shan hurriedly took the admission notice and read it again and again, 

“This…how could this happen? Why is it not Imperial University, but some 

Xijiang College…is it sent by mistake?” 

“But Xiao Nuo’s name is written on it!” Although Sun Lan could not read, she 

still knew her son’s name “Tang Nuo”. 

Mrs. Tang never expected that coming here full of joy would turn out like this. 

She pulled Tang Nuo anxiously and asked, “Xiao Nuo… Could it be that you 

accidentally filled in the application wrong?” 

“Impossible! I definitely did not fill in any school in Xijiang, and I checked 

many times in advance, and I will never make a mistake!” Tang Nuo’s tone was 

extremely firm. 

“Then… what’s going on? Is it because there is a school with the same name 

and surname, or something wrong with the school in Xijiang?” Mrs. Tang 

guessed. 

Tang Shan shook his head, “It’s unlikely that the school made a mistake. If Xiao 

Nuo didn’t fill in this school, how could there be information about Xiao Nuo 

in this school?” 

Sun Lan’s face turned ashen, “Xiao Nuo, hurry up and find out what kind of 

school this is?” 



Tang Nuo had already been checking. Hearing this, he raised his head from 

the phone with a sullen expression, “A secondary school, because it is located 

in a remote area and has policy support, you can get into it with more than 

300 points…” 

“Two…Erben…Xiao Nuo’s score is the most important score! How could it 

become such a broken school! It’s still so far away, and it takes two days and 

two nights to take the train! I heard that the place is very chaotic, and the law 

and order It’s not good either…how can Xiao Nuo go to school there! 

This…what can I do…” Sun Lan burst into tears in anxiety. 

Tang Shan panicked, “Otherwise…we’ll wait a little longer? Maybe we’ll receive 

the notice from Imperial University in a few days?” 

Sun Lan said angrily, “The teacher said a long time ago that this is absolutely 

impossible. How could it be possible to be admitted by two schools at the 

same time! If you are really admitted by this school, you will definitely not be 

able to enter Imperial University! What a crime… My family Why is Xiao Nuo so 

miserable…” 

“Stop crying, what’s the use of crying!” Mrs. Tang became even angrier when 

she saw Sun Lan’s appearance. 

… 

At this time, Selena, who had been silent all this time, couldn’t help but said, 

“It’s too late now, and I can’t contact anyone, so I’d better call the relevant 

schools and departments in the morning tomorrow to find out the situation.” 

.” 

Hearing Selena’s words, Sun Lan nodded again and again, “That’s right…let’s 

call and find out! There must be something wrong!” 

Tang Nuo clutched the notice tightly and said nothing. 



Tang Shan drooped his head, “That’s the only way…” 

Old Madam Tang glanced at Selena, but did not refute. 

… 

That night, the Tang family discussed Tang Nuo for a long time, but of course 

there was no result. 

“Sister, it’s too late now, it’s not safe for you to drive back, or you’ll stay here 

for the night?” Tang Nuoqiang cheered up and said to Selena. 

Selena thought about it, and finally nodded, “Okay.” 

Originally, she planned to rush back to the Imperial Capital tonight, but now 

that something like this happened to Tang Nuo, she was really worried, so she 

agreed to stay, and immediately sent a text message to Daniel to explain the 

situation. 

Chapter 1499 

“Sister, why don’t you live in my room! I have just washed the sheets and 

quilts!” Tang Nuo said. 

After receiving Selena’s call in the morning, he deliberately washed the sheets 

and quilts himself, just thinking that if it was too late, it would be too late for 

her to go back and stay overnight. 

Selena used to sleep in a small woodshed where sundries were piled up, but 

now that she hasn’t come back for many years, that room is naturally 

uninhabitable. 

“Then where do you sleep?” Selena asked. 

“I can just make a floor bed in the living room!” Tang Nuo said indifferently. 



At this time, Mrs. Tang, who was talking to her son and daughter-in-law, 

immediately changed her expression, “What can I do, what should I do if I 

catch a cold?” 

“Grandma, I’m a man, what does it matter if I play on the floor, I can’t let a girl 

play on the floor, right?” 

“No, your body is so weak, how can you sleep on the wet and damp floor!” 

Old Madam Tang refused to let go, looking at Selena as if she had murdered 

her own grandson. 

… 

“Cough…” Selena coughed lightly, “Xiao Nuo, don’t bother me, I’ll just go to a 

nearby hotel to make do for the night.” 

“That’s even worse. The conditions in that place are poor and chaotic!” Tang 

Nuo frowned, looked at Mrs. Tang who never compromised, then looked at 

Selena, and finally said, “Why not?” It’s better at home, sister, you can sleep in 

the living room, I’ll make the floor thicker for you!” 

“Okay.” Seeing Tang Nuo’s Qiji gaze, Selena could only nod her head. 

Old Madam Tang barely had anything to say, pulled her son and daughter-in-

law aside and said, “I haven’t asked you yet, how did this Dmn girl come here 

today?” 

Tang Shan coughed softly, “Cough…Mom…now she is the eldest daughter of a 

rich family…not your granddaughter…” 

“I gave her so much rice for nothing, but it turned out to be someone else’s! I 

said at the beginning that I would throw away this money-losing product, but 

you didn’t listen! Now it’s all right, I have raised my daughter for nothing for 

so many years!” Mrs. Tang was full The flesh of the face hurts. 



Tang Shan hurriedly pulled his mother away, and said in a low voice, “Mom, 

don’t talk about it! If you really throw it away and find it, we will be in real 

trouble!” 

… 

The voices of the three of them got farther and farther away. Tang Shan and 

Sun Lan sent the old lady away, and then went into the bedroom. 

Tang Nuo lowered his head and began to lay the floor in the living room, 

“Okay!” 

“Thank you!” Selena was about to lie down, but was pulled up by Tang Nuo, 

“What are you doing, sister! You are really going to sleep here! I was just 

trying to fool grandma, I am an old man How could they really let you sleep 

on the floor as a girl! Go sleep in the room!” 

Selena was stunned for a moment, she didn’t know what she recalled, her eyes 

were slightly red, and the next second, she took a step forward and hugged 

the boy in her arms, not letting him see her wet eyes, “Dmn child…” 

Tang Nuo scratched his head innocently, “Sister…what’s wrong with you?” 

Since childhood, this child has always been like this… always protecting her… 

Selena adjusted her mood before releasing Tang Nuo, “It’s fine.” 

“Sister, go to sleep quickly, you will have dark circles under your eyes if you 

stay up late!” 

“Okay, I won’t argue with you old man, by the way, don’t worry too much 

about the admission notice, it will be fine!” Selena comforted. 

Mentioning this, Tang Nuo’s expression darkened immediately, and he smiled 

wryly, “How can I not be worried… I’ve been looking forward to it for so many 



years… I’ve worked so hard for so long… In fact… Sister… I’m almost dying of 

grief …I’m so scared…what if I really can’t get into Imperial University…” 

Selena rubbed the boy’s hair with a smile, “Don’t worry, sister promises, you 

will definitely be able to go!” 

Chapter 1500 

The next morning, Mrs. Tang rushed over just after dawn, urging her son and 

daughter-in-law to call. 

As a result, no one picked up the phone, since they haven’t gone to work so 

early. 

Mrs. Tang, Tang Shan, and Sun Lan looked very haggard, as if they hadn’t slept 

all night. As for Tang Nuo, I don’t know if it was because of Selena’s comfort 

before going to bed, but unexpectedly fell asleep. 

Finally when it was time to go to work, Tang Shan immediately started dialing 

the number of Xijiang Technical College, because he was too nervous and 

couldn’t speak clearly. In the end, Tang Nuo took the phone and asked about 

it, and turned on the loudspeaker . 

“Hi, is this the Admissions Office of Xijiang Technical College? I’m Tang Nuo, a 

senior high school student at Yulin Middle School in C City. I received your 

admission letter yesterday, but I didn’t fill in your school’s application form, so 

I would like to ask Your school will check to see if something went wrong…” 

“Have you received the admission letter?” 

“yes.” 

“Since you have received the admission notice, you have been admitted to our 

school. What could go wrong?” 



“But my volunteering didn’t…” 

“It must be that you filled in the wrong application. You should go to the 

relevant department in your city or county, or ask your teacher.” 

“I’m going to ask, if I’m sure it’s not your school who made a mistake…” 

“Go check your volunteer first, and call again if you’re right!” After saying that, 

the other side hung up the phone with a “snap”. 

… 

“What kind of attitude is this teacher! How can we push things that are related 

to our Xiao Nuo’s life like this! How much trouble will it take for him to help 

check?” Old lady Tang was anxious. 

“Forget it, forget it, I guess they are busy too, Xiao Nuo, you should call the 

Admissions Office to check!” Tang Shan said. 

Tang Nuo frowned upon hearing this, so he could only call the Admissions 

Office. 

He was very sure that he would never make a mistake, but Xijiang said so, so 

he had to confirm it again. 

It took a lot of twists and turns to check the volunteers. Finally, in the 

afternoon, the Admissions Office finally called back, but the results of the final 

investigation made everyone desperate… 

“That’s right, your first choice is indeed Xijiang Technical College!” 

“It’s impossible. I didn’t fill in this school at all. I filled in Imperial University!” 

Tang Nuo said excitedly. 

“This teacher, can’t you change it?” Sun Lan asked cautiously. 



“If every student is like you and didn’t choose their own choice, just say that 

the school I filled in was not this school at all, and I will change it for you. Do 

you think it is possible?” 

“My teacher can prove it!” Tang Nuo said immediately. 

The staff member sneered, “Who knows if you are in the same group? Let me 

tell you, I have seen you like this a lot! You are already the third one today!” 

“I’m not… I really didn’t make a mistake…” 

“Okay, okay, stop messing around! Now you can either go to this school in 

Xijiang, or repeat for a year!” 

After speaking on the phone, he hung up the phone directly. 

The room was dead silent. 

Tang Nuo’s eyes were red, and he clenched his fists, “I don’t believe it…I don’t 

believe it…I obviously did not make a mistake!” 

At this time, Selena who was at the side murmured and said, “Did someone 

change it?” 

She naturally believed that it was impossible for Tang Nuo to make such a 

low-level mistake. The point is, Tang Nuo didn’t know about this college in 

advance, let alone use it as a candidate, so how could he miraculously fill in 

the wrong one. 

 


